
Rooftapps Studios is Proud to Announce the
Release of Their New Mobile Game, MC LINE
The Game is Available for Download Now in the iTunes and Google Play App Stores

ALICANTE, SPAIN, July 2, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/ --  Rooftapps Studios, the new independent
mobile gaming studio, is pleased to announce the release of their stunning new action game, Mc Line.
Though the game has only been available for a short period of time, it is already a hit in many
different countries around the world.

Mc Line is a rhythm and reflexes based action game that was designed from the ground up to offer
the type of high stakes, impossibly fun experience that is right at home on smartphones and tablets.
Each level operates on a simple premise: the player must control a line in each level to avoid the
obstacles that are moving by on screen. 

Touching the screen with a finger makes the line go up, while releasing that finger makes the line go
down by allowing gravity to take control. In essence, it's a game based on reflexes and how well a
person can respond to quick, challenging levels that are constantly changing. 

Mc Line is also notable in that there are a huge variety of levels and universes that players will
participate in. There are ski levels, circus themes and more. This is the type of diversity that makes for
a game that can be played for a long time.

Rooftapps Studios was founded with a simple premise: the company wants to create casual games
that can be enjoyed by a huge number of different people, regardless of the types of games that they
typically like to play or even if they consider themselves to be "gamers" at all. By focusing on a large
audience, Rooftapps Studios is able to bring their unique style of fun and intrigue to people of all
types in one fell swoop.

As players dive deeper into the surreal world of Mc Line, they'll continually unlock newer levels
complete with entirely new sets of obstacles. This is one of the many qualities that makes Mc Line
such an enjoyable experience in the first place - these new levels, coupled with the unique, rhythm-
based action, create an experience that is easy to pick up and play but difficult to truly master. Mc
Line also allows players to compare their scores with the scores of their friends, creating a sense of
competition that exists outside of the virtual world of the game.

To find out more about Mc Line, please visit the game's official page at
http://www.rooftapps.com/games/mcline/. Players can also download the game now from the iTunes
App Store and Google Play Store on their respective devices. To learn more about the many other
high quality titles that Rooftapps Studios is creating, please visit the developer's official website at
http://www.rooftapps.com.

Website: http://www.rooftapps.com/games/mcline
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKYKDuEeHnM

Download links:

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.rooftapps.com/games/mcline/
http://www.rooftapps.com
http://www.rooftapps.com/games/mcline
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKYKDuEeHnM


Google Play: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.rooftapps.mclinegame
App Store: https://itunes.apple.com/app/id972021847

About Rooftapps
Rooftapps Studios, based in Spain, was originally founded in 2013 with the goal of making the types
of great games that people would want to play for years to come. Much like Mc Line, all of Rooftapps
Studios' games are designed to be easy enough for someone to pick up and play for a moment or two
whenever they feel like, but challenging enough to take a great deal of time to actually master. These
core values go a long way towards making sure that all Rooftapps Studios games are ones that
people will feel compelled to return to over and over again.
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